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Chapter 2

A model of awareness with
assumptions

[I]gnorance more frequently begets confidence
than does knowledge: it is those who know
little, and not those who know much, who so
positively assert that this or that problem will
never be solved by science.

Charles Darwin, The Descent of Man

In this chapter I define a simple, static model for representing awareness and
assumption. It’s a flat (non-relational) single-agent system, which later chapters
will equip with dynamics on the model of update semantics [Vel96]. The key
idea was introduced in the previous chapter, in my discussion of the logic of
general awareness: we need to systematically connect the agent’s awareness of
atomic formulae (her conceptual vocabulary, or language of self-ascription of
belief) to her entertainment of possibilities (the worlds she ‘has in mind’ when
forming her beliefs).

1 · Some conceptual vocabulary
Throughout this dissertation I use the tools and notions of possible worlds
semantics. A proposition is a semantic entity, a set of possible worlds. A
formula or sentence, on the other hand, is a linguistic entity whose meaning
is a proposition. An atomic formula is one that cannot be decomposed into
smaller parts (a ‘primitive proposition’ such as p); I will talk about agents
having a conceptual vocabulary made up of atomic formulae, which can be
combined according to the compositional rules of a logical language.

The models I describe have essentially three components, pictured schemat-
ically overleaf: the atomic formulae the agent is aware of (her conceptual
vocabulary), the worlds she ‘has in mind’, and the subset of those worlds that
she holds possible (her belief set, in the standard sense).

The extra structure provided by the set of worlds she ‘has in mind’ will
come into its own when we define dynamics; in this chapter I want mainly
to introduce the technical vocabulary that the rest of the dissertation employs.
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Chapter 2 · A model of awareness with assumptions
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Figure 2.1: Schematic view of the models of this chapter. On the left is
the agent’s conceptual vocabulary. W is a space of possible worlds, A the
worlds the agent ‘has in mind’, and B her belief set. The models add to
the logic of general awareness of [FH88] the set A, and the relationship
between that set and the atomic formulae the agent is aware of, indicated
by the dashed arrow.

We will distinguish a number of subtly varying propositional attitudes. I am
not investigating what we mean when we say “He assumes that ϕ”, rather I
have chosen the least inappropriate terms I could find to represent the formal
distinctions I want to make. There is some ‘slippage’, where the common usage
of these terms carries connotations that I don’t intend, which I try to indicate
in this section.

Awareness is not strictly speaking a propositional attitude at all, but an
attitude held towards a formula. We can be aware of one tautology (I either
have or do not have enough money in my wallet for another beer) while
not being aware of another (I am either late or not late for class), despite
both tautological formulae representing the same proposition. (Note that this
means awareness is not closed under substitution of logical identities, nor
under entailment.) Awareness is the basis of a distinction that cuts through
more or less all instances of the propositional attitudes proper: depending on
the particular formula expressing the proposition, the attitude can either be
conscious or explicit (the agent is aware of it) or it can be unconscious or
implicit (she is not aware of it).1 As I pointed out in the previous chapter, the
term belief is more normally used in ordinary language for conscious beliefs;

1Following [FH88], in the technical definitions in fact every explicit belief is also implicit. As this
goes so strongly against normal usage I will tend to highlight the unexpected usage by talking
about a (possibly) implicit belief where the inclusive sense needs emphasis.
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1 · Some conceptual vocabulary

I will instead use it for both implicit and explicit beliefs. I will also generally
elide the distinction between “consciously believes P” (a proposition, a set
of worlds) and “consciously believes ϕ” (a formula, a linguistic expression),
wherever it does not seem to risk excessive confusion.

The worlds the agent ‘has in mind’ are described by the terms enter-
tainment and assumption (I call the set variously the ‘assumption set’ and
‘entertainment set’, by analogy respectively with ‘belief set’ and ‘possibility
set’). She entertains the worlds she ‘has in mind’, and the propositions that
obtain therein; the propositions that hold throughout this set are her assump-
tions. Most importantly, she can entertain a possibility she does not believe:
‘entertainment’ is how we can talk about worlds in her assumption set that are
not in her belief set.

Assumption and entertainment are modal duals: an agent assumes ϕ if she
does not entertain any non-ϕ possibilities. Just as it is pragmatically odd to say
that someone “holds possible” something they in fact believe, it is odd to say
that someone “entertains” a possibility that they in fact assume; nonetheless
this is the sense that I mean the terms in, although I will again highlight the
pragmatically odd usage when this is important.

Entertainment and assumption, as I use them, are true propositional at-
titudes: they do not depend on the agent’s conceptual vocabulary at all. So
(against the more ordinary usage of the term) she need not attend to some
formula ϕ to entertain the proposition it expresses. Typically (although not al-
ways) such cases turn on assumption. I do not attend to the continued existence
and solidity of my chair when I sit down in it in the morning, for instance: I
assume that it is solid, and so in all the worlds I ‘have in mind’ it is solid. Since
everything I assume I also entertain (by the pragmatically odd usage), I thus
entertain the possibility that my chair is a solid object without attending to it.

The dual of entertainment is assumption: I assume ϕ if I do not represent
any possibilities in which ϕ does not hold. This is clearly what is meant by “I
assumed the shop would be open, but I had forgotten it was a bank holiday.”
However there is another ordinary usage that is not intended: “I don’t know
whether they will be open tomorrow, but I assume they will.” The speaker here
is referring to what I call simply a belief (in this case an explicit one).

It is almost true that assumptions (in the sense I mean) should only ever
be unconscious (the agent only assumes (the proposition) ϕ if she is unaware
of (the formula) ϕ). This gives the right intuition for the shopper: since she
is discussing the alternatives in which the shops are shut, she must entertain
these alternatives and therefore does not (in my sense) assume that the shops
are open. However in fact not quite every assumption must be unconscious: the
major exception is tautologies. A tautology is of course true in every possible
world, so it must be true throughout the agent’s assumption set; in other words,
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Chapter 2 · A model of awareness with assumptions

she (very reasonably) assumes any tautology ϕ you like. But she might also be
aware of ϕ (say ϕ is p ∨ ¬p, and she considers the question whether p holds).
The rule is instead that contingent assumptions should be unconscious; this is
the major principle linking (syntactic) awareness with (semantic) assumption,
and recurs in Definition 2.8 below.

So much for the informal notions. Let us turn now to the formal realisation of
these idea.

2 · Syntax
Many of the languages we consider will contain modal operators. I use the
following standard conventions:

Notation 2.1: Modal operators. Modal operators come in pairs of inter-definable
duals: if �X is a universal modal with an explicit definition then ^X ϕ is defined as
¬�X¬ϕ, while if ^X ϕ is an existential modal with an explicit definition then �X ϕ is
defined as ¬^X¬ϕ. Typically the set these quantify over will be named X, and X may
also stand in as a shorthand operator in the logical language (Bϕ represents belief, for
example, and is shorthand for �B ϕ, a universal modal interpreted on the agent’s belief
set, also named B; see below).

During the course of this dissertation I will introduce a large number of different
languages, many of them syntactically related. The following notions, while
vague, will help keep track of the variations.

Notation 2.2: Object and meta language. An object language is the kind
of language our agents use to communicate with each other; formulae in an object
language are the objects of sayings or propositional attitudes. A meta language is
the kind of language we, the modellers, use to describe our agents’ thought processes
and communications (and possibly actual states of affairs).

Typically a particular meta language will be defined relative to a particular
object language; the meta language of propositional beliefs, for example, has
propositional formulae as its object language. But we can also talk about the
“meta language of belief”, without specifying a particular object language;
then we mean something like “The language with a belief operator, under
which appear formulae from whichever object language we are interested
in at the moment.” I will use superscripts to identify object languages and
subscripts to identify meta languages. For instance, L Ω

B represents the language
of propositional belief: LB is the meta language of belief, and L Ω is the
propositional object language with non-logical vocabulary Ω.

Definition 2.3: Two object languages: L Ω and L Ω,^. Let Ω be a finite set of
atomic formulae; we use these as propositional constants (non-logical vocabulary) to
define all our object languages.
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2 · Syntax

• L Ω is the propositional language with binary conjunction ∧ and unary negation
¬, and standard definitions for disjunction, (material) implication, and the
biconditional.

• L Ω,^ adds to L Ω a unary prefix operator “might”.2

For these and other object languages I will leave off the superscripts (especially Ω)
wherever this is unlikely to lead to confusion.

Now we have some examples of object languages, for the use of our agents
in communication. Let us see some meta languages, for our use in describing
the attitudes of the agents. The following definitions refer to “an” (rather than
“the”) object language because they can be applied just as they stand to various
languages: purely propositional, with “might” or other modalities, with a
counterfactual conditional connective, and so on.

Definition 2.4: Two meta languages: LB and LA. Take an object language L .
The meta language of belief, LB, has syntax given by:

LB : ξ ::= �B ϕ | ξ ∧ ζ | ¬ξ

where ϕ ∈ L and ξ, ζ ∈ LB.

(That is, it is a propositional language whose atoms are belief statements about formulae
from the object language.) The less familiar meta language of awareness and

assumption, LA, has syntax given by:

LA : ξ ::= �ϕ | �A ϕ | �B ϕ | Nϕ | ξ ∧ ζ | ¬ξ

where ϕ ∈ L and ξ, ζ ∈ LA.

For both languages we define ∨,→,←,↔ in terms of ∧ and ¬ as usual, and diamond
operators as duals of boxes (so ^A abbreviates ¬�A¬, and so on). In addition, we will
use a number of operators more mnemonic than the boxes and diamonds; here is the full
list with the intended interpretations:

Aϕ The agent assumes that ϕ; shorthand for �A ϕ;3

2Some logicians might prefer a definition giving a syntactic restriction on combinations of operators,
for instance that “might” appear only non-nested. Because object languages are intended to be
reused, possibly under widely variant semantics, I prefer to leave the syntax relatively uncon-
strained. I will note when a particular semantics implies some further restriction in order to make
sense.

3It is unfortunate that all three of “aware”, “attend” and “assume” begin with the letter “A”. I could
not resist the mnemonic that makes A a universal (box) modal and E the corresponding existential
(diamond) modal. The reader unfamiliar with the economics literature should bear in mind that A
typically means “is aware of”, which corresponds to my N (models in the economics literature lack
the notion of assumption).
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Chapter 2 · A model of awareness with assumptions

Eϕ The agent entertains (the possibility that) ϕ; shorthand for ^A ϕ, i.e., ¬�A¬ϕ;

Nϕ The agent attends to ϕ.

Bϕ The agent believes (possibly implicitly) that ϕ; shorthand for �B ϕ;

Xϕ The agent explicitly believes that ϕ; shorthand for �B ϕ ∧ Nϕ;

This definition places a heavy restriction on the language: no well-formed
formula nests operators from LA, since each must be applied only to a formula
from the base propositional language L . This restriction matches the flat
semantics, which would give a very unintuitive interpretation to such formulae.
(It would of course be an easy matter to extend the syntax, should it become
necessary.)

3 · Semantics
In a Kripke model for an epistemic modal logic we represent an agent’s knowl-
edge by an accessibility relation over worlds; this allows us to represent nested
operators (knowledge about knowledge, in a multiagent setting) in a uniform
way. Representing the results of epistemic change in such a setting is rather
complicated, however, and it is in cases of epistemic change that assumptions
become most interesting. An alternative representation (based on the Stalnake-
rian picture of [Sta84] and [Sta99]) models an agent’s epistemic state simply as a
set of worlds and defines an update function on such states. This representation
severely restricts what we can talk about, but its simplicity exposes the basic
dynamic structure more clearly.

In a similar manner, I am going to represent a state of attention simply by
some concentric sets of worlds (those metaphysically possible containing those
entertained containing those believed to be possible). The simplicity comes at a
cost: it will not make sense to nest belief or entertainment operators. (Although
we can represent the fact of assumption or entertainment, we cannot represent
beliefs about such facts.) However the simplicity of these structures will clearly
expose the formal properties of the notions we have just introduced.

The first distinction that formalising these notions makes clear is the need
for separate representations of how things ‘really are’ and of how they appear
to the agent. The former contains possible worlds and complete valuations
(‘what there is’); the latter is a restricted view of what there is, through the
agent’s ‘window of attention’. We will start with the model of what there ‘really
is’.

Definition 2.5: Metaphysical reality. Let W be a set of possible worlds and Ω a finite
set of atomic formulae. A model of reality

4 is a structure M = 〈W, Ω, V〉 where V

4This term should not be taken too seriously. Another advantage of the relational semantics is that
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3 · Semantics

associates with each world w ∈W a propositional valuation function Vw : Ω→ {0, 1}.
We call W the universe of M, and Ω its vocabulary.

The atomic formulae are part of the definition of ‘reality’ because they are in-
tended to collectively represent all that can be said about the world. In informal
discussion I will usually assume that every atomic formula is contingent and
that V distinguishes every pair of worlds in W.

Next to the actual state of the world we have the cognitive state of the agent,
who may not entertain all possibilities or attend to all possible distinctions
between possibilities, and who holds beliefs concerning the worlds she does
entertain.

Definition 2.6: Doxastic state. Let M = 〈W, Ω, V〉 be a model of reality. A
doxastic state for some agent is a structure σ = 〈A, B, Ξ〉 where

A ⊆W represents her assumptions;

B ⊆ A represents her beliefs; and

Ξ ⊆ Ω generates her language of self-ascription of beliefs, L Ξ.

This model incorporates one particularly significant simplification: attention
to a formula is taken to be at root attention to the propositional constants
occurring in that formula. The agent’s language of self-ascription of beliefs,
L Ξ, is simply the propositional language generated by the atomic formulae
the agent attends to.5

A model, in this setting, is a pair: metaphysical reality plus a doxastic
state. I will reuse the symbol “|=” for several truth/support relations: truth
at a world, support by a set of worlds, and support by a full doxastic state.
Each applies to a different language: purely propositional formulae can be
evaluated at single worlds, modal formulae are evaluated on sets of worlds, and
formulae from the language of awareness need full doxastic states. The logic
is three-valued: |= represents “supports the truth of”, =| represents “supports
the falsity of”, and it may be that a given structure supports neither the truth
nor the falsity of a given formula. (For example, the doxastic state of an agent
uncertain whether p holds supports the falsity of Bp, but the set of worlds in
her belief set supports neither the truth nor the falsity of p.)

it makes clearer what ‘metaphysical reality’ in these models really represents: it is simply the state
of attention of another agent, namely the agent constructing this particular model (the author).

5This is the case [FH88] describes as “propositionally generated partitional awareness”. Fagin and
Halpern discuss a range of logics similar to this one, in which the agent may attend to any subset of
the full language the modeller has at his disposal. The case we use, in which the formulae attended
to are generated by a set of atomic formulae, corresponds to the following axioms: Nϕ↔ N¬ϕ,
N(ϕ∧ ψ)↔ Nϕ∧ Nψ. Since we cannot nest operators we do not represent formulae such as NEϕ.
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Chapter 2 · A model of awareness with assumptions

Definition 2.7: Truth and support relations. Fix M = 〈W, Ω, V〉 a model of
reality.

Truth at a world: Let w ∈ W be a world. We evaluate the truth of a
formula in L Ω as follows:
M, w |= p iffd Vw(p) = 1
M, w =| p iffd Vw(p) = 0
Standard clauses for ∧ and ¬:
M, w |= ϕ ∧ ψ iffd M, w |= ϕ and M, w |= ψ
M, w =| ϕ ∧ ψ iffd M, w =| ϕ or M, w =| ψ
M, w |= ¬ϕ iffd M, w =| ϕ
M, w =| ¬ϕ iffd M, w |= ϕ
Support by a set of worlds: Let S ⊆ W be a set of worlds. We evaluate
the truth of formulae in L Ω,^ as follows:6

M, S |= p iffd ∀w ∈ S : M, w |= p
M, S =| p iffd ∀w ∈ S : M, w =| p
M, S |= might ϕ iffd ∃w ∈ S : M, w |= ϕ
M, S =| might ϕ iffd ∀w ∈ S : M, w =| ϕ

(and standard clauses for ∧ and ¬)
(This definition rules out nesting “might”, but allows it to interact freely with
other operators.)
Metaphysical possibility: For ϕ ∈ L Ω a (purely propositional) formula:

M |= ^ϕ iffd M, W |= might ϕ
M =| ^ϕ iffd M, W =| might ϕ

Support by a full doxastic state: Let σ = 〈A, B, Ξ〉 be a doxastic state
for M. We evaluate formulae from the (meta) language of awareness LA as
follows:
M, σ |= �B ϕ iffd M, B |= ϕ belief
M, σ =| �B ϕ iffd M, B 6|= ϕ
M, σ |= �A ϕ iffd M, A |= ϕ assumption
M, σ =| �A ϕ iffd M, A 6|= ϕ
M, σ |= Nϕ iffd ϕ ∈ L Ξ,^ attention to (the formula) ϕ
M, σ =| Nϕ iffd ϕ < L Ξ,^

(and standard clauses for ∧ and ¬)

In order to keep the definitions as short as possible I have given them for the
smallest possible subset of the language. We will mostly use the shorthand
notation, though, and it may not be immediately clear how this relates to the
formalities above. Here are the more intuitive formulations:

For a purely propositional formula ϕ, Bϕ is the universal modal on the

6This is a static approximation of the dynamic semantics of [Vel96]; the dynamic version will be
given in Chapter 3.
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3 · Semantics

B set (belief, possibly implicit) while Aϕ is the universal modal on the A set
(assumption); Eϕ (entertainment) is the existential operator on the A set. Modal
formulae are simply evaluated on the respective set: a state supports B(might ϕ)
if its B set supports might ϕ, and so on. (We should not allow modals under
E; “entertaining the possibility that ϕ” should be represented not as E(might ϕ)
but simply as Eϕ, and “entertaining the possibility that ¬might¬ϕ” is hard to
give a sensible meaning to under the flat semantics.)

The clause for attention is less familiar. It says that the set Ξ of atomic
formulae that the agent attends to generates her language of attention L Ξ,^.
If ϕ is a formula from L Ω,^ (that is, possibly containing the modal might but
without operators such as E or A), then the agent’s state supports Nϕ just if ϕ
only uses atomic formulae from the Ξ set of her cognitive state.

In order for these definitions to align with our intuitions not much has to be
done (the structure of the models already ensures, for example, that belief is an
S4 notion), however we do have to specify some constraints on the relationship
between entertainment and attention. A first, alas too simplistic, intuition is
that the agent attends to ϕ if and only if she entertains both ϕ and ¬ϕ. This of
course would rule out attention to tautologies, which cannot be right.

Definition 2.8: Attention-consistency. Let M = 〈W, Ω, V〉 be a model of reality
and σ = 〈A, B, Ξ〉 a doxastic state. The model M, σ is attention-consistent if

For all ϕ ∈ L Ξ : if M |= ^ϕ then M, σ |= Eϕ. (2.1)

It is belief-attention-consistent if in addition

For all w, v ∈ A: if Vw�Ξ = Vv�Ξ then w ∈ B iff v ∈ B. (2.2)

The first condition is based on the intuition that attending to ϕ should involve
entertaining both ϕ and its negation. It says that if ϕ is metaphysically possible
(satisfiable somewhere in M) and the agent attends to ϕ, then she entertains ϕ
as a possibility. (The condition applies only to propositional formulae, since
although the agent can attend to modal formulae these are not satisfied at single
worlds but on sets of worlds.) This condition corresponds rather obviously to
an axiom schema: for all propositional formulae ϕ ∈ L Ω, ^ϕ→ (Nϕ→ Eϕ).

The second condition ensures that the agent can describe all the (non-
assumptive) beliefs she holds. The restriction Vw�Ξ is a propositional valuation
for just those atomic formulae in the agent’s language of self-ascription of belief.
If this language does not distinguish between two worlds w and v, both of
which she entertains, then she must not hold different conscious attitudes to
them. (What is ruled out is that for some entertained worlds w, v ∈ A that
make the same formulae of LΞ true, w ∈ B and v < B. The agent may assume
that w and not v is possible, but this is an unconscious attitude.)
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Chapter 2 · A model of awareness with assumptions

Using this notion we can define two entailment relations between sentences:
general entailment is the standard notion, but we will mostly be concerned
with entailment on the class of attention-consistent models.

Definition 2.9: Entailment. Let Ω be a set of atomic formulae. Let Γ be a set of
sentences and ϕ a sentence, both from the language L Ω

A . We define two notions of
entailment:

Γ |= ϕ iffd for all models M, σ such that M has vocabulary Ω′ ⊇ Ω:
if M, σ |= γ for each γ ∈ Γ then M, σ |= ϕ; (standard entailment)

Γ |=A ϕ iffd for all attention-consistent models M, σ such that M has vocabulary
Ω′ ⊇ Ω: if M, σ |= γ for each γ ∈ Γ then M, σ |= ϕ.

(attention-consistent entailment)

As usual we write |= ϕ in case Γ is empty.

4 · Example
Let us apply this system to describe the various states of mind Walt passes
through on his difficult Saturday morning (example 1.1 of Chapter 1).

Let the atomic formulae i, h represent respectively “Walt has a job interview”
and “Walt has a hangover”. The idea is that Walt is painfully aware of his
hangover but (as our story opens) unaware of the interview. We model reality
with M = 〈W, Ω, V〉 where Ω = {i, h}, W = {w0, w1, w2, w3} and V is given by

i h

w0 0 0
w1 0 1
w2 1 0
w3 1 1

Walt passes through two doxastic states: σ0 represents his state before he attends
to the possibility of the interview, while σ1 represents his state after. When
unaware of i he assumes that he does not have an interview, when aware of it
he realises that he does. That gives us the values for his belief and assumption
sets, and filling in the valuations of the various attitudes is simply a question
of definition wrangling.

A B Ξ Ni A¬i B¬i

σ0 {w0, w1} {w1} {h} 0 1 1
σ1 {w0, w1, w2, w3} {w3} {h, i} 1 0 0

In the state σ0, Walt does not attend to the possibility of having an interview;
he assumes he has no interview and thus believes it also. After having his
attention directed to the interview, he no longer assumes he has no interview;
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5 · Properties

his belief changes completely, to the belief that indeed he does. Throughout this
process he continues to realise that he has a hangover.

Both this model and the logic of general awareness of [FH88] represent
Walt’s belief that he has no interview as implicit: he does not attend to the
proposition letter i, so he holds no explicit beliefs that mention it. However this
model also explains why he holds that particular implicit belief: it comes from
an assumption (the set of worlds he ‘has in mind’ contains no worlds where he
has an interview).

We can compare this assumption (which may be overturned) to his belief
that he has a hangover (which may not be overturned), by looking at his attitude
to the two worlds w0 and w3, when he is in the state σ0. Neither world features
in his belief set, but for two quite different reasons: w0 is excluded because he
has consciously considered it and believes it is not actual (in that world he had
no hangover), while w3 is excluded only by his assumption. This difference
in turn shows itself in the behaviour of the two worlds under the update: w3
may enter his belief set (since it was hitherto excluded by assumption) while w0
may not (since it has been considered and rejected).

5 · Properties
The most interesting properties of this system will emerge in the following
chapter, when we introduce the update formalism for attention dynamics. A
few properties can already be described, however.

For instance, Aϕ |= Bϕ: an agent cannot disbelieve her assumptions. (This
holds for all models, since B ⊆ A.) Equally, though, Aϕ∧^¬ϕ |=A ¬Xϕ: if the
agent holds a contingent assumption, her belief in that assumption is strictly
implicit (this follows from condition (2.1) on attention-consistent models; note
that attention-consistent entailment is used).

Another direct consequence of this condition is that Nϕ |=A ^ϕ↔ Eϕ: if ϕ
is in the agent’s language, then she entertains it iff it is metaphysically possible.
That is, entertainment captures the agent’s view of what is metaphysically
possible.

We cannot directly compare the expressivity of this system with that of
the lga (the logic of general awareness of [FH88], discussed in Section 4.1 of
Chapter 1): the lga allows nested belief operators while this language includes
the assumption operator which has no counterpart in the lga. However we can
get an intuitive picture of the relationship by looking at the ‘common core’ of
the two systems. Suppose we take only the operators N, B, and X (restricting
to the language of the lga), consider only formulae without nested operators
(restricting to the language of flat models), and compare a single doxastic state
(as defined in this chapter) with a single-agent pointed lga model in which all
worlds accessible from the actual world w see each other and the agent is aware
of the same formulae at all worlds (the equivalent within a relational system of
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Chapter 2 · A model of awareness with assumptions

the ‘information state’ flat semantics: the connected component visible from w
corresponds to the belief set B). Now we can ask, does every such restricted
model for the lga have a corresponding model and doxastic state (in the sense
of this chapter) making the same restricted set of sentences true, and vice versa?

The answer in both cases is yes. It is easy to construct the restricted lga

model corresponding to a doxastic state: simply throw away the assumption
set A and make all worlds in the belief set see each other.

Going back the other way is more complicated. The accessible worlds must
of course correspond to the belief set B, but the question of what to do with the
assumption set A still remains. Not every choice will be acceptable: the lga

model fixes the B-worlds and the agent’s language of attention, so not every
choice of A will produce a belief-attention-consistent state.

Here is an example. Suppose our models contain only two worlds:

p q

w0 1 1
w1 1 0

Take two models of the lga, in both of which the belief set of the agent is just
{w0}. In M1 she is aware of q but not p, in M2 she is aware of p but not q.

The definition of belief-attention consistency constrains us to a particular
decision about the assumption set A in each of these models: in M1 it must be
{w0, w1}, while in M2 it must be {w0}.

In M1 the agent is aware of q; attention-consistency requires that she enter-
tain all valuations of q that occur in the model. Both possible valuations do
occur, so both w1 and w2 must be included in her assumption set.

In M2, on the other hand, the decision is forced by belief -attention con-
sistency. If w1 were included in A, then the agent’s non-assumptive beliefs
would distinguish between w0 and w1; but she is aware only of p, so she cannot
explain what it is about w1 that distinguishes it from w0 and justifies her belief.

We might wonder if it is always possible to find an assumption set satisfying
the requirements of belief-attention consistency. In fact it is. The following
construction ensures it: A world belongs in the set A if and only if either

1. it is in B, or

2. it differs from every world in B on the valuation of at least one atomic
formula in Ξ.7

[ The second condition directly establishes the extra condition for belief-
attention consistency, so we need only check that the resulting state is attention-
consistent. If it is not, then there is some valuation of the atomic formulae in Ξ

7B is nonempty because the accessibility relation for the lga has no dead ends; the special case with
empty B is anyway easily accommodated by taking A to be the full set W of worlds.
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that is witnessed at a world w in the model, but not witnessed anywhere in A.
Since B ⊆ A, that means no worlds in B have this valuation of the formulae in
Ξ. But then w differs from every world in B on its valuation of some atomic
formula in Ξ, so the second condition ensures that w ∈ A. ]

This means that in one sense the model adds nothing to the lga except for
the notion of assumption. The assumptions that are added, though, are not free
to vary entirely as they like: they must respect the constraints that relate them
to the agent’s beliefs and awareness. In the next chapter we will see how these
constraints operate across dynamic awareness updates. The chief function of
the assumption set (besides its value as an intuitive notion) is to allow us to
express the right conditions on updates which may change the agent’s beliefs
or awareness of possibilities or both.
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